
LPWA Water & Sewer 

Minutes 

February 2, 2023 

 

 

PRESENT                                          ABSENT                                  STAFF                                                                                                                                                                                   

Tommy Hopper                               Carole Free                                Amanda Witt 

William Long 

Clint Starks 

John Chambon                                        

                                                         

                        

A. Chambon called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 

B. Roll call – quorum present 

C. Flag salute recited by all 

D. Scheduled Business: 

 

1. Announcements/Reports: 

 Willie: This month we sent out our water rate increases. Our water line extension has 

been approved, installed and is currently in use. That permit number that we received 

from DEQ was WL000049220786.  

Chambon: So the loop is good? 

Willie: Yes 

Hopper: Did it make a difference? 

Willie: Oh ya, it doubled the pressure.  

Hopper: Good deal 

Willie: We are working on the emergency response plan for Cherokee Nation, we are 

talking with ORWA about our water towers and funding, we fixed 2 leaks, we installed 

40 new radio read meters, the I & I report is done, we should get it next week for review 

then we will decide projects for the ARPA money. In June funding will be open for loan 

forgiveness for our sewer infrastructure.  

 

2. Discussion/Action of regular meeting minutes from January 5, 2023 and special meeting 

minutes from January 11, 2023. 

Chambon: Did the cameras get installed? 

Willie: The cameras are installed 

Chambon: No dropping out like they did  

Willie: Nope we are all good 

Motion by Long to waive the reading of and approve the minutes from the January 5, 

2023 regular meeting and the January 11, 2023 special meeting. Second by Starks. For: 

Hopper, Long, Starks, Chambon.  Against: None. 

 

3. Discussion/Action on North and South water towers. 

Willie: So basically we are going to go out for funding to get these done, we just need 

approval to go out for the funding. There is a packet there next to Clint that has all the 

information, report wise, as far as the New Water Enterprises findings. Dollar amounts 



are in there, the whole shebang. It will have to go out for bid, we just need approval to go 

out for the funding basically.  

Hopper: What did they think we needed to do? 

Willie: They think we needed something done 5 years ago. 

Hopper: But to rectify it at this point? Go in there and sandblast it  

Willie: Everything yep 

Chambon: Is this the outer painting and stuff? 

Willie: Inside and out 

Starks: So you said earlier that when you shut down the one by Reasor’s you can buy 

from Ketchum correct? 

Willie: Yes 

Starks: So, when you shut this one down, same thing?  

Willie: No. We would shut this one down and then we could run off of pressure from the 

water plant. The high service pumps will keep up with the pressure.  

Hopper: How long are we down when they start? 

Willie: I think it’s 2 weeks, start to finish for one. That’s cause they have to let the inside 

dry. 

Hopper: Probably needs to be a certain temperature out? 

Willie: Right, I’m not 100% on that.  

Motion by Starks to go out for funding for our North and South water towers, Second by 

Long. For: Hopper, Long, Starks, Chambon. Against: None 

 

4. Discussion/Action to approve purchase orders for January 2023. (Consent, payroll, per 

diem, purchase orders and LPWA meter deposit purchase orders.) 

Chambon: TOTH is our engineering that we’re using right?  

Willie: Yep 

Chambon: And is this our last deal? What exactly is this from? Because we paid them 

before, I just didn’t know if this was something leftover from our engineering of our line 

here or? 

Laura: I think we got an invoice for our carbon feed project, I mean they are our 

engineering for all our stuff so I’m not sure if that is for the carbon feed project or  

Hopper: One of them said for permitting 

Laura: Ok, so it could be for our permitting 

Hopper: But there was a carbon feed, it may have been on the same invoice. 

Laura: I believe the carbon feed and the line extension were on one invoice  

Chambon: The carbon feed is what you had discussed at the meeting, you had changed 

out or is that something different? 

Willie: This will be totally new, this will be new to the water plant. I think you guys 

approved it like 2 years ago 

Laura: Ya it was a year ago 

Long: What is the dock service for Jesse Vaughn?  

Willie: So we had the aeration for our sewer ditch, we had to hire him to bring his crane 

truck and pull those up. 

Chambon: And APAC is for our rock and stuff? 

Willie: Yep 

Hopper: I make the motion that we approve the financial report for  



Amanda: Nope, purchase orders  

Hopper: Purchase orders for December 

Amanda: Nope, you are on number 4 

Hopper: Sorry, I was on the wrong one, I did it wrong then 

         Motion by Hopper to approve purchase orders for January 2023 (Consent, payroll, per  

         diem, purchase orders and LPWA meter deposit purchase orders), Second by Chambon.    

         For: Hopper, Long, Starks, Chambon.  Against: None. 

 

                                                       December 2022 financials 
                                                         LPWA Water & Tax 

                        Checking Account RCB                                              982.42 

                        Checking account BOGL                                       558,215.57 

                        Reserve Account                                                    108,127.52 

                        Eight CD’s                                                             86,068.06                           

 

                        LPWA Sewer Op. & Maint. 

                       Checking account RCB                                                 0.01 

                        Checking Account BOGL                                  554,995.55 

                        Money Market                                                   122,862.47 

                        Twenty-Four $10,000.00 CD’s                         240,000.00 

                  

                        Meter Deposits 

Checking account RCB                                            251.92 

Checking Account BOGL                                   54,347.13  

CD                                                                        8,458.06 

CD                                                                      12,908.71                             

CD                                                                      20,191.52 

 

Motion by Chambon to approve financial report for December 2022 and table 

January 2023, Second by Hopper. For: Hopper, Long, Starks, Chambon. Against: 

None 

 

      E.    New Business: Clint: That’s what I was going to ask, have you found out anything about  

              the media, have you herd anymore about it?  

              Willie: So I got a quote from OMNI, they have a company, they deal with several water  

              plants throughout the state and they know a few companies, they had a company come in  

              and we spoke with them, I actually have the bid for that, but I want to get the water towers  

              taken care of before we focus on anything else.  

              Clint: I haven’t talked to you about that in a while and I was just curious cause I know the  

              numbers I gave you just kind of fell flat.  

              Willie: The numbers that this one company gave me, I got 3 bids on it and it was like  

              $50,000, $49,000, the company that’s giving the bid from OMNI gave me like $46,000  

              or $47,000.  

              Clint: I think ours down there are around anywhere they said came in from like 7 to 9  

              thousand to do and we only had 2 and you have 4. 

 



           Willie: Ours are going to be a little bit more expensive too cause we don’t use activated  

            carbon because we re-clorinate and it would zap the carbon  

            Clint: Ok, I just hadn’t talked to you so I just wanted to see where you were with that  
 

 

F.  Motion to adjourn by Hopper, Second by: Long. For: Hopper, Long, Starks,  

      Chambon. Against: None. 

                                                                                                                       

 

                                                                                                                       Amanda Witt 

                                                                                                                    Secretary, LPWA 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


